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SmartCMS – The brain of the Digital Cell 

If we think of a die-casting cell like a human body, with lots of different tasks carried out by 

different parts, then SmartCMS is the brain, ready to coordinate all of that activity in the most 

effective way. SmartCMS lays the foundation for the smart management of entire die-casting 

cells, with the capability to collect information from every component and peripheral in a single 

control system.  

SmartCMS stands for Smart Cell Management System, which is designed to accept inputs from 

virtually any intelligent device, sensor or component. Based on the latest technology and enhanced 

with specially designed connectors for older equipment where required, now all of the components and 

peripherals from the cell can be connected in one digital system. SmartCMS makes it possible to 

generate an OEE improvement. 

SmartCMS can deliver improvements through equipment connectivity in numerous ways: 

 Centralized user interface puts the operator in total control 

By linking all of the cell components through a single user interface, SmartCMS provides a single 

screen to view and control all of the cell components. Realtime-alarms and diagnostics can 

immediately identify a problem with any part of the cell, saving diagnostic time and effort. 

 Recipe management speeds up set-up and production changes 

Recipe management allows operators to set all components from the SmartCMS user interface, 

making start-up and production changes smoother, faster and more consistent.  

 Home button transforms restarts 

After a shutdown, a ‘Home button’ can reset all components back to their default position, without 

operators having to walk around the machine or deal with individual components and peripherals.  

 Flexible part flow eases production bottlenecks 

SmartCMS enables the user to program different flows and easily switch between them, saving time 

and making production planning simpler.  
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 Automated part rejection simplifies scrap management 

If the system detects that a part has not been produced within the set parameters, it can automatically 

be removed from the process, saving energy and making scrap management simpler. 

Availability 

SmartCMS (basic) is available from January 2020 in all regions (with Siemens PLC). New Carat and 

Fusion cells can optionally be equipped with SmartCMS. 

 

For more information about SmartCMS: digitalcell.buhlergroup.com 
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About Bühler 

Billions of people come into contact with Bühler technologies to cover their basic needs for food and mobility every 

day. Two billion people each day enjoy foods produced on Bühler equipment; and one billion people travel in 

vehicles manufactured with parts produced with our machinery. Countless people wear eye glasses, use smart 

phones, and read newspapers and magazines, all of which depend on Bühler process technologies and solutions. 

Having this global relevance, we are in a unique position to turn today’s global challenges into sustainable 

business. We want every human being to have access to healthy food. We want to do our part to protect the 

climate with energy-efficient cars, buildings, and machinery. Our motto is creating “innovations for a better world.”  

Bühler invests up to 5% of turnover into research and development. In 2018, over 13,000 employees generated a 

turnover of CHF 3.3 billion. As a Swiss family-owned company, Bühler is active in 140 countries around the world 

and operates a global network of 30 production sites. 

www.buhlergroup.com  
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